Organizations today must be agile.
So should your WAN.
Your Wireless WAN future starts here.

Cradlepoint wireless edge solutions unlock the power of LTE and 5G cellular networks to give your WAN the
boundless reach, nonstop reliability, and real-time agility it needs to keep up with your business. Connect fixed and
temporary sites, vehicles, field forces, and IoT devices, anywhere. Simply. Securely. Wirelessly.

Powered by Cradlepoint NetCloud™

Connect people, places, and things
Deliver nonstop WAN availability

Everything you need to manage every thing

Gain security, lose extra boxes

Cradlepoint NetCloud is at the heart of everything we do — a cloud-based
subscription service that combines cloud management, software-defined networking,
and unified edge security with industry-leading LTE and 5G cellular networking
technology to power a portfolio of purpose-built wireless edge routers and adapters.

Go beyond wires with confidence
Manage more with less
Get started on your pathway to 5G

Explore what Cradlepoint can do for you

Branch products for fixed, temporary,
and pop-up network sites

Mobile products for hardened
in-vehicle and in-field networks

IoT products for M2M, connected
devices, and Smart Cities
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Cradlepoint for reliable and flexible branch, mobile, and IoT networks.
Here’s what our customers have to say!

All-in-One
Branch
Networking

NextGeneration
Mobile
Networks

We rely on wireless connectivity
because it is highly reliable and flexible.
Some of our storage facilities use LTE as
the primary WAN all the time, and every
store uses LTE at least as backup.

With what they bring to
the table, Cradlepoint offers the
best package that helps us not
just for today, but for the
foreseeable future.

Chris Vandrei
Infrastructure Manager,
Life Storage

Kevin Weaver
Director of
Infrastructure,
David’s Bridal

Having multiple carriers
supported through one device
gives us the flexibility to keep
our trucks connected all the
time — even in the middle of
nowhere.

Our officers have removable tablets.
If they’re outside the car and need
network access, they use Wi-Fi provided
by Cradlepoint to issue citations,
complete and send accident reports,
and fulfill other mission-critical tasks —
which really increases efficiency.

Elias Santiago
IT Director,
GR Energy Services

Secure,
Flexible IoT
Networks

Lt. Chris LaPrairie
Commander, Nevada Highway Patrol,
Research and PlanningDavid’s Bridal

My entire industrial IoT system
resides on a secure, software-defined
overlay network — without that
equipment even touching the
corporate environment.
Jerod Blocker,
Operational Technology
Manager, ARB Midstream

Cradlepoint is doing for
edge networking what VMWare
did for the data center.
Anthony Stanley
VP of Operations,
Visio Healthavid’s Bridal
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